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Wow. That was the ﬁrst thing that registered in
my brain, upon hearing Marie get going. Wow.
This lady is funny! She really knows what she’s
talking about! I frantically took notes and was
very inspired.

Sonja Cowan, Little
River Health System
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BIO

TEAM-MINDED

Your role as a supervisor, manager, staﬀ member,
athlete or a student everyone matters for team success.
With my eleven year career in the WNBA, my experiences have taught me various unique tools on mastering
any role presented.

PROFESSIONALISM
At some point in your career, you will encounter adversity, setback, or disappointments, It’s inevitable. But your
response to these trials is what matters most. Learn two
unique ways to approach.

PREPARATION
In our diﬀerent endeavors, be it at school, at work,
sports game, or in business, it is important that we
adequately prepare for things we set out to do. Learn
why success is where preparation and opportunity
meet.

“I am a proud example of someone who has dealt
with many adversities throughout childhood,
but used sports as a vehicle to win in life.”
Marie Ferdinand-Harris, a former
shooting guard is the ﬁrst Haitian American to
play in the WNBA.
Ferdinand-Harris attended the Louisiana State
University (LSU), and was inducted into the LSU
Athletic Hall of Fame in 2007.
Marie Ferdinand-Harris was also a member of
the 2000 USA Basketball Women’s Select team
that won the gold medal at the Jones Cup in
Taipei, Taiwan. Drafted 8th in the 2001 Draft by
the Utah Starzz, Ferdinand-Harris retired in 2012
after being named a WNBA All-Star in 2002, 2003
& 2005.

OFFERINGS AND RATES
Ultimate Teammate Course:
1-Hour Per Topic

Also Available for
Speaking Engagement

Rates are negotiable

3-Topic Series

Each speaking topic price separately
www.ultimateteammate.com
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